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Objectives 

• Distinguish the Duopa delivery system from 
other therapies in PD. 

• Describe the indications for Duopa. 
• Select appropriate patients for this therapy. 
• Discuss the potential risks and benefits with 

those patients that might be candidates for 
the therapy. 
 



Disclosures 

• Dr. Rodriguez has received research support 
from Solvay and Abbvie over the last 8 years 
to support the clinical development of the 
intestinal carbidopa/levodopa suspension and 
has served as an advisor, consultant and 
speaker for Abbvie.  



Levodopa Reduces Symptoms in Early PD but is Associated 
with Motor Complications 

UPDRS = Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale 
Parkinson Study Group. N Engl J Med. 2004;351:2498-2508. 
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(N = 90) 

Levodopa 

 

 

P-value 

 

150 mg/day  
(N = 92) 

 

300 mg/day  
(N = 88) 

 

600 mg/day  
(N = 91) 

Number (percent) 
Dyskinesia 3 (3.3) 3 (3.3) 2 (2.3) 15 (16.5) < 0.001 

Wearing off 12 (13.3) 15 (16.3) 16 (18.2) 27 (29.7) 0.06 
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300 mg 
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Long Term Efficacy 

• In the Phase 3 Clinical Program, the safety and 
efficacy of LCIG was evaluated in a 52-week 
open-label extension study of the 12-week, 
randomized pivotal trial and a 54-week, open-
label safety study.  
 

Fernandez HH, Standaert DG, Hauser RA, et al. Levodopa-carbidopa intestinal gel in advanced Parkinson's 

disease: final 12-month open-label results. Mov Disord. 2015;30(4):500-509. 



Long Term Efficacy 

• In the 52-week, open-label extension study, 
subjects who were previously LCIG-naïve 
reported significant improvements in “Off” time 
and “On” time without troublesome dyskinesias.   

• Subjects previously receiving LCIG reported 
significant improvements in “On” time without 
troublesome dyskinesia and sustained “Off” time 
duration compared with baseline (considered to 
be the end of the double-blind trial).  
 

Fernandez HH, Standaert DG, Hauser RA, et al. Levodopa-carbidopa intestinal gel in advanced Parkinson's 

disease: final 12-month open-label results. Mov Disord. 2015;30(4):500-509. 



Long Term Efficacy 

• Additionally significant improvements from 
baseline were reported for both groups for 
Unified Parkinson's Disease Rating Scale (UPDRS) 
IV scores, UPDRS dyskinesia items, and Clinical 
Global Impression Improvement (CGI-I) scores in 
subjects previously receiving LCIG only.  

• No significant changes from the end of the 
double-blind trial were reported for the total 
UPDRS, UPDRS I-III subscores, quality of life (QoL) 
measures, or caregiver burden for either group.  
 Fernandez HH, Standaert DG, Hauser RA, et al. Levodopa-carbidopa intestinal gel in advanced Parkinson's 

disease: final 12-month open-label results. Mov Disord. 2015;30(4):500-509. 



Duopa and dyskinesias 

Improvement of dyskinesias with l-dopa 
infusion in advanced Parkinson's disease 
 The mean time spent in on with troublesome dyskinesia per 
day after 6 months of LCIG therapy decreased by 47% 
(P < 0.05).  

Timpka J, Fox T, Fox K, Honig H, Odin P, Martinez-Martin P, Antonini A, 
Ray Chaudhuri K. Improvement of dyskinesias with l-dopa infusion in 
advanced Parkinson's disease. Acta Neurol Scand 



Duopa and dyskinesias 

Effect of levodopa-carbidopa intestinal gel on 
dyskinesia in advanced Parkinson's disease 
patients. 
Antonini A1, Fung VS2, Boyd JT3, Slevin JT4, Hall 
C5, Chatamra K5, Eaton S5, Benesh JA5. 

 

Mov Disord. 2016 Jan 28. doi: 10.1002/mds.26528. 

…levodopa-carbidopa intestinal gel treatment resulted in a reduction from baseline in 
"on" time with troublesome dyskinesia (mean [standard deviation] hours: baseline = 3.1 
[1.7], change from baseline to final = -1.8 [1.8], P = .014), increase in "on" time without 
troublesome dyskinesia (baseline = 7.4 [2.2], change = 4.4 [3.6], P = .004), and decrease 
in "off" time (baseline = 5.5 [1.3], change = -2.7 [2.8], P = .015).  

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Antonini%20A%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=26817533
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Fung%20VS%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=26817533
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Boyd%20JT%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=26817533
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Slevin%20JT%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=26817533
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Hall%20C%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=26817533
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Hall%20C%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=26817533
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Chatamra%20K%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=26817533
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Eaton%20S%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=26817533
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Benesh%20JA%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=26817533
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/26817533?report=abstract
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/26817533?report=abstract
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/26817533?report=abstract
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/26817533?report=abstract


Suggested Patient Selection 

• Patient Characteristics: 
– Diagnosis of Idiopathic Parkinson’s disease according 

to the UKPD Brain Bank criteria.  
– Documented response to levodopa, with at least a 

30% improvement in the UPDRS part 3 after a 
supramaximal dosage of levodopa. A supramaximal 
dose is considered to be 150% of the regular dosage 
of levodopa the patient takes at home given at least 
12 hours apart from the last regular dose.  

– MMSE score of 24 or more. 
– Patient is able to recognize “on” and “off” states.  

 
 



Suggested patient selection 
• Must have at least 2 hours of “off time” despite optimization of medical 

therapy.  Optimization of medical therapy, for this purpose, is defined as 
the patient having been tried on the medications in #6 in appropriate 
dosages to observe a response and the patient continues to perceive that 
the quality of life is still affected by the persistent motor fluctuations.  
Minimum dosing frequency for levodopa should be at least 5 times/day. 

•  Patient must have been tried on at least one agent in all the following 
classes of therapies with documentation of lack of efficacy and/or poor 
tolerability/side effects: 
– Dopamine agonists (pramipexole, ropinirole, rotigotine) 
– COMT inhibitors (entacapone, tolcapone) 
– Oral levodopa formulations (any carbidopa/levodopa in any formulation) 
– Amantadine 
– MAOI’s (selegiline, rasagiline) 

 



Suggested patient selection 
• Patient must fully understand the goals of the therapy and 

must be able to provide consent. In particular, patient must 
understand that CLES is not a cure for PD, and the main 
objective of therapy is to decrease “off time” periods and 
increase “on time without troublesome dyskinesias”. 

• Patient must be considered a good candidate for PEG J 
placement in the judgement of the GI service.  
Contraindications include but are not limited to the 
following situations:  
–  Known or suspected intestinal obstruction 
– Serious coagulation disorders 
– Sepsis 
– Active peritonitis 

 



Suggested patient selection 

• Relative contraindications for PEG J include, but 
are not limited to: 
– Ascites and neoplastic, inflammatory and infiltrative 

disease of the gastric and abdominal walls.  
• Patient or caregiver, in the opinion of the 

referring physician, should be able to perform the 
required manipulation of the medication pump. 

• Patient must take home a sample pump for at 
least three days, pretending the device is in place, 
to make sure this is something that he/she will be 
able to accommodate in his/her daily routine.  
 



Suggested patient selection 

• Patient must understand that those symptoms 
that do not improve with levodopa are not 
expected to improve with CLES. 

• Patient should be able to understand the 
delivery system of the medication and the 
importance of reporting any complication to 
the prescribing physician in a timely manner.  
 



Expected Patient Course 

• Patient is considered to be a good candidate for the 
therapy.  

• Switch to oral IR carbidopa/levodopa. 
• Evaluation by PT/OT +/- Neuropsychology. 
• Scheduling with the GI Service for PEG J placement. 
• Training about stoma care. 
• After PEG J is inserted, patient will go home and will 

return for titration 2 weeks after.  In the meantime, 
they will resume usual oral therapy until then.  
 



After Peg J is placed 

• Titration occurs as per protocol, preferably on a 
Monday. 

• Communication will occur with patient every 
afternoon the rest of the week to monitor the 
therapy and need for further titration.  

• If further dose changes are needed, patient can 
come at 3:30 PM to make changes in the delivery 
system. 

• Once the final dose is achieved, follow up every 
2-3 months.  
 



 



“Ideal” Stoma 



Not an “ideal” stoma 



 



 



Treatment emergent adverse events 



Device associated adverse events 



 



Adverse events 
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